
Men's low hiking shoes TECNICA-Magma S Ms midway altura/pure lava

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
39,5 800578 8050459826081 3+
40 800579 8050459826098 3+
40 2/3 798962 8050459826104 3+
41,5 798963 8050459826111 3+
42 798964 8050459826128 3+
42,5 798965 8050459826135 3+
43 1/3 798966 8050459826142 3+
44 798967 8050459826159 3+
44,5 798968 8050459826166 3+
45 798969 8050459826173 3+
45 2/3 798970 8050459826180 3+
46,5 798971 8050459826197 3+
47 798972 8050459826203 3+
47 2/3 798973 8050459826210 3+
48,5 798974 8050459826227 3+
49 1/3 798975 8050459826234 3+

Suggested retail price: 149.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes. The design of the trekking shoes is designed in an outdoor style that is timeless. Men's low
outdoor shoes also appeal with great functional features. Low outdoor shoes in gray design are reliable companions
in the mountains. Men's hiking boots with Vibram soles guarantee a high level of grip on various types of terrain.
Vibram shoes protect the feet on hard surfaces, from rocks or sharp stones.

Men's mountain boots have a midsole made of EVA material, which ensures reliable cushioning and cushioning.
Hiking shoes are optimally breathable and provide super comfort when worn.

Men's forest boots adapt perfectly to the feet. They have classic lacing that fixes the foot very well. The unique
pattern of the multi-layer sole is inspired by the design of MTB enduro tires made with Vibram Litebase technology
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and Megagrip compound rubber. The sole offers excellent grip on all surfaces, both dry and wet. Thanks to these
men's shoes, you can also overcome difficult hiking trails.

These hiking shoes can be shaped to measure in the area of the heel and arch. The inner insole of the shoe is pre-
shaped.

Product details:

all-mountain Vibram shoes
high grip in both dry and wet terrain
classic lacing
larger, deeper hem for great freedom of movement of the foot
unique design of the Vibram Litebase multi-layer sole with Megagrip rubber
wide base under the heel - great braking even on gravel or stones
preformed inner liner
midsole made of EVA material for excellent cushioning and cushioning
CAS shaping - malleable heel and arch
ideal for hiking, trekking and outdoor activities

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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